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wide world of beverage

THE ADvENTurES of

WORLD WINE TOUR // TrAvEl loG No. 7

The wine wanderers hop the
Equator to escape the first frost
of winter and end up in South
America where they find the
oldest vines in the world, Brazilian
bubbly and winemaking the
way it was done a century ago
in the seventh episode of World
Wine Tour.

Georges and Anja's
journey will take them to
wineries all over the world.
locations include:
Russia
Mongolia
China
Vietnam
Singapore
Thailand
India
South Africa
Australia
New zealand
California
Washington
Oregon

above: Chile ConCha Y ToRRo: a view
in the cellar of Castillero del diablo!
left: Chile alTaiR: Bottle donations for our
fundraiser.

deep ruby color that tantalizes the palate if left
alone and harmonizes with lighter varietals such as
merlot or pinot noir when blended.

South America
For centuries, families tended their small
vineyards and lived off the land. Those
types of wineries, sadly, have dwindled
almost to extinction, but in Uruguay, they
are flourishing. We visited the top seven
of the country’s diverse wineries and were
greeted each time by this very feeling. Papa
carried the grape growing traditions from past
generations. Brothers and sisters worked with
winemaking and marketing, and mama did
the finances. This formula seemed to typify
Uruguay’s small and quality focused wineries
which have been receiving international
recognition now for the region’s adopted
grape, tannat. It’s a high tannin grape with
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Uruguay was the last stop we made on our three
month tour of South America’s “Southern Cone”
wine regions, but from our first arrival on the
continent, we realized our tour would be themed
as a visit of country specializations. Our first stop,
Brazil, showed us this and much more. To begin
though, we should mention that we didn’t see
“Brazil.” What we saw was Rio Grande do Sul, the
country’s southernmost state and one that’s very
proud of its attempt at independence from Brazil
in the 19th century. It didn’t work out for them, but
the differences between Rio Grande do Sul and the
rest of Brazil are unmistakable. Firstly, they know
what winter is and they’ve become a national tourist
destination for Brazilians curious about what it’s like
to be cold. Secondly, they are mainly descendants
from Italians and other Europeans who brought
with them a rich winemaking culture. And finally,
they have seasons, so they aren’t very happy that
people think all Brazilian vineyards grow two crops
per year, as is the trend in newer northern-state
Brazilian wineries. Here in the south, we found an
explosion of interest in sparkling wine production. It
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has even become the “Champagne” region of
South America, with wineries such as Miolo
Winery spearheading the charge. We had an
amazing time discovering this and interesting
facts about many of Brazil’s wineries while
working closely with a very lovely group of
people who comprise Wines of Brazil, the
association helping to spread the word of
Brazilian wine culture abroad and a sponsor of
our project.
With the lively and young group orchestrating
this task, we were introduced to two other
beverage specialties: the caipirinha – a
cocktail not designed for the work day – and
the chimarrão – a cultural phenomenon
finding its place in every work day, situation
and hand. Chimarrão, or “mate,” as it’s called
in Uruguay (who claims the highest per capita
consumption of the beverage worldwide) and
parts of north-east Argentina, is an infusion
drink. Hot water and crushed mate leaves
are set in a sometimes elaborately carved
natural gourd, and only a special technique
in preparing it will let the straw take in the
infusion and not clog from the wet herb. A
tradition started by the indigenous people
of the region, it is now found in every
supermarket and home and has become an
icon of the people of these lands, the horseriding, hat-wearing, wine-loving gauchos and
gauchas, as they are called.

The specializations continued, and where tannat
and sparkling were synonymous to Uruguay and
Brazil, we confirmed the well known presence
of the malbecs of Argentina. Mendoza, which
is actually the size of Italy (it would have been
nice to have realized this when planning out our
winery visits), eagerly divulged this as we came
across “bodegas” (wineries) nestled below the
Andes mountains on desert-like plains. With
dramatic views and grey skies thanks in part to
our visiting at one of the few moments in the
year when it rains, we were showed great wines
from the top producers of the area. And finally on
our trip, wine could be found in more variety and
was even less expensive than beer in the many
little restaurants which form the fantastic city
ambiance of Mendoza.
And for the last prophesy fulfilled: in Chile we
discovered the amazing carmenere grape which
has stormed onto the world stage. But while
Argentina might focus all of its energy on malbec,
Chile spreads itself into a diversity of production
to complement its carmenere, thanks to many
small valleys and microclimates scattered around
the center of this long and thin country. One of
our favorite red blends exemplifying this potential
came from Casa Lapostolle whose Clos Apalta red
also happened to win 2005 Wine of the Year from
Wine Spectator.
Thanks to Chile’s naturally dry climate and
irrigation water coming from the snow melt of
the Andes, particularly amazing phenomena
are occurring in this country. One remarkable
product of this is that Chile has the oldest
vineyards alive in the world. This unique
attribute exists for one reason. Chile’s soils are
free of the root-feeding pest phylloxera which
ravaged all vines around the world in the mid
19th century, causing all wineries (except those
in Chile) to have to replant their vineyards on
phylloxera-resistant rootstocks. It’s thought that
this phenomenon exists either because of Chile’s
natural pest-free climate or their flood-irrigation
system, which may drown the aphid nuisance.

The disease-free nature of Chile, especially
its very dry climate, has also allowed for a
second revolutionary difference in Chilean
wines: the power to be fully organic. Riding
bicycles through the vineyards of Cono Sur or
checking out compost mountains at De Martino,
Chilean wineries typified all aspects of organic
winemaking. And at Emiliana Orgánica, we
saw the epitome of Chile’s devotion to the
environment, with endangered chicken species
cultivated on the farm, horses used to plow
rows and rows having flowers to promote insect
diversity. And all this in addition to the winery
making honey and olive oil on-site, all proceeds
of which go to the vineyard hands. Talk about
fair trade!
As we finish mentioning Chile’s grandeur of
wine philosophy, we must reflect as well on the
strength we saw still resonating in the hearts
of Chileans after the 8.9 magnitude earthquake
which struck Chile earlier this year. It was not
uncommon for us to hear that wineries lost 10,
15 or even 50 percent of their production due to
fermentation tanks crashing and bottle pallets
tumbling over, spilling wine into gutters and
streets. Nonetheless, we saw minds bent on
recovery and progress. As we stood staring in
front of tossed stainless steel tanks, we heard of
the winery’s fast actions taken to help rebuild
employee homes and the measures the wine
industry took around the world, from importer to
supplier, to raise funds for a united rebuilding.
This South American chapter of our world
fundraising endeavor has been graciously made
possible by the on-site and dedicated help from
Wines of Uruguay, Wines of Chile, Wines of
Brazil and the many wineries who opened their
doors and homes to share with us their passion

above: argentina ChEVal dEs andEs:
at the Cheval des andes winery where
there is a horse polo field between the
vineyards. The vineyard manager practices
his game with a glass of wine too!

and story. Now sitting at an airport terminal
writing our thoughts on this, these countries and
their deep roots tied to Europe, we look forward
and wonder about how our next stop will unfold.
Europe, the end of our bottle collecting endeavor,
has been the benchmark and bar of reference that
every wine region has compared itself to. It is the
home of most every grape varietal we tried on
the five continents we visited so far, and soon we
will step into the Old World and tradition of wine
which ultimately gave rise to all others. We can’t
wait to share it here and at the Hong Kong charity
auction which will feature the rest of the best of
the world!
column sponsored by

below: Chile Emiliana: Emiliana
Vineyards’ amazing tasting room.
right: UrUgUay Pisano: at the winery
with the Pisano family, sharing with us
incredible Uruguayan steak (better than
argentina, but don’t quote us on that!)
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